
The Calculators “Get it” 
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! is multiple-choice quiz includes 
questions selected specifi cally for their 
relevance to this course, concerning 
logarithms, scientifi c notation, 
graphs, and algebra. ! e quiz was 
designed to assess students’ basic 
fl uency in the specifi c areas of math 
used in lectures, labs, discussions, 
readings, and homework; thus, 
calculators were not permitted. 
We observed signifi cant correlations 
between these MA scores and success 
in the course, as measured by 
performance on exams (for which 
calculators were used) and fi nal 
course grades. ! us, responses to the simple questions on this unannounced 
quiz appear to have some predictive utility as signatures of underlying 
thinking and learning patterns associated with success in this course. In 
addition, we argue that these results indicate an inadequate degree of math 
fl uency for the majority of the students tested, which can seriously impede 
their abilities to develop a fi rm conceptual understanding of quantitative 
introductory chemistry. ! ese results point to several pedagogical 
misconceptions that can inform our teaching. 
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In the fi rst week of Chem 1022, we administered a 20-question, 30-minute, 
calculator-free surprise quiz. ! is course has no college math prerequisites.  
Students in the IT Honors course (Chem 1032H) are not represented in 
this study. We named this quiz the University of Minnesota mathematics 
assessment for second-semester chemistry (UnMMASSC, “unmask”). We’ll 
refer to it simply as the Math Assessment (MA). ! e quiz and detailed 
answer key are available online at the URLs listed at the end of this 
article. ! e MA consists of four sections, each with 4 to 7 multiple choice 
questions, with all but 3 having 10 possible answers. Each question is worth 
one point, with no penalty for incorrect answers.  
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! e average score for the 325 Chem 1022 students in 
degree-granting programs tested in Spring 2006 was 
13.9 of 20 possible points. Average scores were higher 
for students in IT (15.5) and CBS (14.6), which 
require four years of high school math for incoming 
freshmen, than for students in CLA (12.5) and 
CFANS (then called CNR and COAFES, 12.4), which 
require three years. ! e scores exhibited some gender 
diff erences, but were about the same for freshmen, 
sophomores, and juniors. Results for students tested 
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n many science courses taught at American universities, it’s 
pretty simple to see how a student who isn’t fl uent in English 
might have a diffi  cult time understanding lectures on complex 
material. It’s less easy, however, to identify students who 
aren’t fl uent in math, and this defi cit can present a serious 
impediment to learning fundamental scientifi c concepts. It’s 

 a problem, we believe, that is sometimes masked by a student’s 
profi ciency with a calculator. ! is led us 
to wonder if calculator-free responses 

to simple math questions might correlate with 
success in introductory Chemistry. We also wanted 
to more closely examine the possible pedagogical 
misconceptions under which we were operating.

To help us better understand our students’ 
abilities, we designed a math assessment (MA) and 
administered it at the start of a second-semester 
introductory chemistry course (Chem 1022) required 
for science and engineering majors at the University 
of Minnesota’s Twin Cities campus. 

by Doreen G. Leopold
& Barbara Edgar

(continued on page 5)
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By David Langley

For nearly 15 years, various departments and colleges on the Twin Cities 
campus used the Student Evaluation of Teaching (SET) form, adapting 
it to meet their specifi c needs. ! e form was not based on research about 
teaching and learning, however, and had a number of items that were not 
helpful to instructors, administrators, or students. In addition, a 2006 
presentation on student ratings at the Twin Cities campus by national 
expert Raoul Arreola solidifi ed the perspective that the SET form was 
in need of major revisions or replacement.   

In October 2006, I was asked to chair an ad hoc University committee 
to revise the SET form. A report was completed in March 2007, and the 
Faculty Senate voted unanimously to approve the new Student Rating of 
Teaching (SRT) form in December of 2007. ! e fi rst implementation of 
the form occurred in Spring 2008, and the form is now mandatory across 
campus with the exception of the Academic Health Center.

! e approach used by the committee resulted in a small set of six core 
items that are meant to cross over a range of diff erent courses taught on 
campus. ! e six areas of teaching focus on preparation and organization, 
clarity in instruction, teacher feedback, student/faculty relationships, 
student conceptual learning, and student interest in the subject matter. 
! e items implicate long-standing principles of eff ective teaching in higher 
education and also replicate items that are found on widely used rating 
forms such as the Student Instructional Report II (Educational Testing 
Service) and the Instructional Development and Eff ectiveness Assessment 
form from Kansas State University.

Good student rating of teaching forms have a guiding conceptual 
framework that rationalize how teaching and learning are related to each 
other. We decided to align the form with the newly created undergraduate 
Student Learning Outcomes (SLOs). In essence, the learning outcomes 
serve as categories for aligning the rating statements. For example, SRT 
item #2 (“! e instructor presented the subject matter clearly”) is best 
aligned with the learning outcome focused on “mastery of a body of 
knowledge and mode of inquiry.” Certainly, the reason behind presenting 
subject matter clearly to students is to impact their ability to master the 
content and use it productively.  

At present, only a subset of the outcomes is represented, but a statement 
bank will be constructed in the near future that connects additional items 
with each of the learning outcomes. As more of the outcomes become 
represented through faculty-chosen items in the statement bank, a large 
amount of useful data on the SLOs will result each semester. Aggregated 
across the major, department, or college, these data could be used as 
one method to examine student satisfaction with achieving the learning 
outcomes over the course of the baccalaureate degree.

In a future article, we’ll talk about the kind of instructional support 
that is available to help faculty, staff , and TAs improve their teaching 
in relation to the six core items. It’s also important for departments 
and colleges to make full use of other approaches to assess and improve 
teaching in addition to the SRT form. For example, Berk (2006) 
outlined 13 sources of evidence ranging from peer ratings, self-ratings, 
and external expert ratings to measures that demonstrate student 
achievement of learning. ! ese multiple sources, in addition to the 
results of the SRT, help capture a well-rounded perspective on the 
essential characteristics of instructional eff ectiveness. 
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hat an invaluable tool we have in factcheck.org! Every four years, we enter 
the echo chambers of our national political conventions and listen to the 
infl ated claims of various politicos shilling for a cause. But what data can 
you believe? What do you accept as evidence? ! e Annenberg Foundation’s 
factcheck.org gives us a useful tool to verify any easy claims made by 
overeager hopefuls.  

It’s in this spirit of fact checking that Transform begins its third year of 
publication. Our opening article by Doreen Leopold and Barbara Edgar 

looks into the practice of calculator use in science courses. ! is topic would seem to have been settled decades 
ago. ! e rationale was pretty straightforward. Allow students to use calculators in exams because a) they can 
do higher-order thinking with such a tool at their disposal, and b) the tool in real life will always be at their 
disposal. ! is has been dogma for several decades.  

But Leopold and Edgar had a nagging suspicion that the calculators might actually know more than the 
students. ! at is, they feared that the original assumption – all students know how to do basic algebra – was no 
longer (if ever) true. ! ey devised a classroom experiment to fact-check the assumption, and indeed, they found 
that many students who did not have a commanding grasp of basic math and algebra performed more poorly 
in the class as measured by their exam performance and course grades at the end of the semester. Perhaps even 
more exciting, this evidence-gathering process made them reexamine their pedagogical assumptions and what 
they thought they knew about their students.

Have you heard the bromide that students can’t pay attention for more than ten minutes during a lecture? 
Where does that “truism” come from? A new study traced the provenance of that fi nding and found it quite 
fl imsy. ! e sample size was small, and the evidence re-cited without wholesale examination. We include a 
summary of that new study as well as one on the question of whether it is advisable for instructors to distribute 
their lecture notes.  

Some would say that the best evidence for good teaching practice comes from personal experience. Indeed, this 
is the unmeasurable strength of what is called “scholarly teaching.” ! is deep personal refl ection is why “story” 
and “narrative” can be so powerful. In her spoken memoir, “My Parents, My Teachers,” Helen Hansen recalls 
her childhood apprenticeship with her father as he taught her how to build small, gaff -rigged boats. She recalls 
that the meticulous skills it takes to build a sailboat easily translated to her own mentoring of students 
in nursing.  

! ere’s a lot more in this teaching miscellany, and we know you’ll want to soak up every word. New student 
ratings of teaching forms, locally-made SoTL, and information on the Spring 2009 Teaching and Learning 
Conference sponsored by the Academy of Distinguished Teachers.  

In closing, I want to mention one more recent study by anthropologist Alex Bentley who studied the distinction 
between “random drift” and “selection” in academic vocabulary.  He found that academics who chose popular 
searchable keywords when publishing their articles were more frequently cited than those who didn’t pay 
attention to academic trendiness. On top of the list in the social sciences is the buzzword “evidence-based.”  Oi! 
We at Transform are certainly guilty of following academic fashion. Guilty! And yet it retains meaning for us . . . 
and we hope for you. Welcome to year three of Transform.
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! e theme of this year’s meeting is “Celebrating 
Connections: Learning, Teaching, Scholarship.” ! e 
featured presenters include Sue Clegg (Centre for 
Research into Higher Education), Marcia Baxter 
Magolda (Miami University of Ohio), and Graham 
Smith (Te Whare Wananga O Awanuiarangi Council).  
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! is one-day meeting explores the range of uses and 
best practices for using personal response systems 
(clickers) in the classroom.  
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! e Collaboration holds two conferences each year, 
and the theme for the Fall 2008 meeting is “Culture 
Matters: Designing Learning Environments to Foster 
Cultural Awareness and Intercultural Competence.” 
! e winter conference, held on February 13-14, will be 
on the theme “Exploring the Tough Questions: From 
Inquiry and Dialogue to Better Student Learning.”  
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! is year’s theme is “Participation and Collaboration: 
Social Learning for the 21st Century.” ! e ELI 
conference will explore the learning dimensions 
of Web 2.0 technologies and social networks. ! is 
is a good place to explore emerging questions and 
challenges of new technologies in the academic world.
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Proposals for next year’s SoTL Commons meeting are accepted 
until October 15, 2008. ! e keynote speakers will be Randy Bass 
(Georgetown University), Kathy Takayama (Brown University), and Laurie 
Richlin (Claremont Graduate University). ! is conference is considered to 
be the companion to the new International Journal for the Scholarship of 
Teaching and Learning.    

National Conferences
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“But, We Didn’t Mean 
               To Teach Porn” 
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by Deb Wingert and Tom Molitor

Our descent into “porn” began innocently. Our Preparing Future Faculty 
(PFF) course, Teaching in Higher Education, fi lled with 30 doctoral 
students and post-doctoral fellows enthusiastically seeking guidance as 
future professors. We held a particular session, Technology Enhanced 
Learning, in a cutting-edge campus lab, where all students participated 
throughout the interactive session on individual computers that were 
linked to a huge screen in front.

All went according to plan . . . until the Scavenger Hunt activity. 
As planned, students worked in small groups of four to six with their 
assigned, intriguing, education-related Web sites, with the expectation 
of presenting the Web site and their highlights to the rest of the class. 
One group of future family social science professors was particularly 
enthusiastic when it came their turn to share their assigned “Virtual 
Autopsy” site. ! ey eagerly came to the head of the class and typed 
in the URL to share their treasures.

In their excitement, they accidentally typed in a few inaccurate symbols, 
and the huge screen (and 30 individual computers!) instantly displayed 
an obscene porn site in all its “glory”! With the entire class stunned, the 
group furiously tried to access the (clean and educational!) “Virtual 
Autopsy” site, succeeding only in dragging all of us further and 
further through the porn site. ! e class quickly shifted from 
shock to uncontrollable laughter.

Eventually the class resumed. Our technology-enhanced scavenger hunt, 
now permanently etched in students’ memory, had set a serendipitous 
precedent. Little did we know that such a glaring faux pas would set 
teaching and learning expectations for the remainder of the semester. 
Our course continued in infamy, generating once-in-a-lifetime course 
evaluations. Word quickly spread about our fun “porn” class. Students 
from other sections attended in record numbers. ! e “bar” of teaching 
and learning had been raised. We, in turn, planned each session to rival 
the previous in using playful and meaningful strategies to teach diffi  cult, 
complex content. Our future professors experienced and incorporated into 
their repertoire the signifi cance of both content and process in teaching 
and learning.

40$/"*01&T#A%F#O10F#!(C/*D#510++,
Why should students play during class? Keep in mind four principles. 
First, a sense of play engages the experiential mind of students. Sivasailam 
! iagarajan (2003) reminds us that our experiential mind tends to think 
and learn fast, in concert with impressive long-term retention. Former 
Harvard University President Derek Bok (2006) concurs in his book, 
Our Underachieving Colleges, contending that research has long shown 
the value of teaching with diverse and interactive strategies, while the 
continuing tendency to lecture traditionally and cover massive amounts 
of content adversely impacts students’ critical thinking and ability to 
solve problems. Bok reports that the average student retains only 42% 
of the material by the end of the lecture, and only 20% one week after 
the lecture.

Second, play provides the opportunity for students to apply a variety of 
multiple intelligences. Rather than focusing narrowly on traditionally 
passive forms of teaching and learning such as lectures and taking 
scrupulous notes, playful strategies frequently incorporate at least 
one or more of Gardner’s multiple intelligences (2003), impacting 
a wider range of students:

• Linguistic (e.g., reading, discussions)
• Logical-mathematical (e.g., charts, thinking games)
• Kinesthetic (e.g., doing, demonstrations)
• Spatial (e.g., handouts, overheads)
• Musical (e.g., using/creating songs)
• Interpersonal (e.g., small group activities)
• Intrapersonal (e.g., journal writing, refl ecting)
• Naturalist (e.g., outdoor activity, treasure hunts)

! ird, lively strategies provide signifi cant opportunities for the 
professor to plan for, and students to further develop and apply, skills 
in both emotional literacy and interpersonal relations. Students work 
with others in diverse situations requiring teamwork, collaboration, 
and, perhaps, friendly competition. ! is provides ample opportunity 
for students to refi ne a multitude of interpersonal skills, such as: sharing 
ideas, asking for clarifi cation, checking understanding, providing 
support, off ering constructive criticism, encouraging teamwork, etc. 
Likewise, students can gain invaluable skills regarding emotional 
maturity, including: identifying and expressing emotions, identifying 
constructive (or destructive) thoughts and feelings in oneself and others, 
calmly expressing emotions, focusing criticism on behavior rather than 
people, expressing empathy toward others, and overall monitoring and 
managing the aff ective dynamics of given circumstances.

Fourth, classes that employ a variety of strategies, accommodate highly 
diverse groups of students. Historically, teaching in higher education has 
accommodated students who excel in passive lecture listening and 

note-taking. As Felder (1993, 1996, 2005) noted, students with diverse, non-traditional types of learning 
preferences left higher education in high numbers. When Brigham Young University researchers (Harb, et al., 
1993) documented this phenomenon, they intervened by developing curricula to accommodate diverse groups 
of students with increased engaging learning strategies, including play. Results indicated that the computer 
science department was now retaining highly qualifi ed students, who represented widely diverse learning 
preferences. Revised curricula now included activities to connect students with meaningful, deeper learning 
applicable to their lives.
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A wealth of engaging strategies already exists, thanks to brilliant contributions from Ken Jones (1997), Bernie 
Dodge (2005), and, especially, Sivasailam ! iagarajan (2003). ! ese strategies include a wide range of activities, 
such as: role-plays, case studies, constructive controversies, simulations, jigsaws, scavenger hunts, labs, group 
presentations, projects, group panels, peer grids/frames, etc. Other popular activities include: Classroom 
Millionaire, Classroom Jeopardy, Ultimate Game Show, Classroom Quiz Bowl, Classroom Feud, and 
No Whammies. (Details available at http://jc-schools.net/tutorials/PPT-games/ and 
http://www.ppt4teachers.com/testcreation.html).

We have connected complex content with our own designed games: BINGO, Stump the Class, Name ! at Stage, 
Scholar-Bee, and Bull (Wingert and Molitor, 2005). “Stump the Class” is patterned after David Letterman’s/
Johnny Carson’s “Stump the Band.” In this case, the students (in teams of four to six) fi rst design a question that 
requires high levels of critical thinking (i.e., upper levels of Bloom’s Taxonomy), and then pose their challenging 
question; the teams attempts to answer within a given time limit, earning graded points for accuracy. BINGO, 
played like the regular game, can be designed to require critical thinking in applications, analysis, and evaluation.

“Name ! at Stage,” a variant of a game show, “Name ! at Tune,” requires students (or teams) to answer high 
level questions relative to any course content organized in stages, phases, levels, timelines, dates, sequences, 
categories, etc. Like the previous game, students earn points for accuracy.

“Scholar-Bee,” based on an old-fashioned spelling bee, requires students/student teams to process course content 
and critically analyze cases, problems, or applications posed by the professor. Given teams of four to six or the 
class divided into two sides, students in turn answer the question posed when their assigned number is called, 
again earning points for accuracy.

“Bull,” vaguely resembling the game of B.S. (Being Sneaky!), gives students/student teams the opportunity to 
critically analyze course content posed as cases, problems, or applications, as in the other activities; in this case, 
however, students must determine if the information presented by the instructor is fully accurate/logically 
reasonable, or identify the error, the faulty reasoning . . . the “bull.”

5"*B1(+/"*
Since our unexpected dalliance with porn, we have applied various play strategies, with considerable success, to 
other courses from educational psychology to the hard sciences, and from small classes to large classes of over 
100, from labs to seminars to journal clubs. Short of endorsing porn, we embrace the path begun by our faux pas 
of incorporating highly diverse and interactive processes, facilitating deep learning of diffi  cult content in every 
class session.
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On April 28, 2008, sixteen University faculty received the University’s 
highest honor for excellence in teaching, accepting awards for either 
the Horace T. Morse-University of Minnesota Alumni Association 
Award for Outstanding Contributions to Undergraduate Education 
or the Award for Outstanding Contributions to Postbaccalaureate, 
Graduate, and Professional Education. Upon receipt of one of these 
awards, given at the April ceremony, all recipients were also inducted 
into the University’s Academy of Distinguished Teachers. 

! e Academy of Distinguished Teachers (ADT) has among its 
membership faculty from the University’s Crookston, Duluth, 
Morris, and Twin Cities campuses across all disciplines. ! e 
mission of the ADT is:

• to recognize and celebrate teaching excellence,
• to foster the continued improvement of teaching and learning 
   at the University of Minnesota, and
• to strengthen the resources necessary to do so.

For more information about this year’s distinguished 
teaching award recipients, visit 
http://www.alumni.umn.edu/distinguishedteaching.html.  
For more information about the ADT, visit their Web site at 
http://www.adt.umn.edu or contact Karen Zentner Bacig, Offi  ce of 
the Vice Provost for Faculty and Academic Aff airs, kbacig@umn.edu.

! is year’s award recipients:

RWWefRWWX#;"C0B&#8M#3"C+&f?*/K&C+/$F#"Q#3/**&+"$0#
-1(2*/#-++"B/0$/"*#-P0C)#Q"C#:($+$0*)/*D#5"*$C/G($/"*+#
$"#?*)&CDC0)(0$&#6)(B0$/"*

   Todd Arnold, Department of Fisheries, Wildlife, and Conservation    
   Biology, College of Food, Agricultural and Natural Resource 
   Sciences, Twin Cities

   Janet Schrunk Ericksen, English, Division of Humanities, Morris

   Leon Hsu, Department of Postsecondary Teaching and Learning,  
   College of Education and Human Development, Twin Cities

   Timothy Johnson, Department of Political Science, College of 
   Liberal Arts, Twin Cities

   Terry J. Jones, Department of Astronomy, Institute of Technology,  
   Twin Cities

   Kristopher McNeill, Department of Chemistry, Institute of 
   Technology, Twin Cities

   Barry McQuarrie, Mathematics, Division of Science and 
   Mathematics, Morris

   Kristen C. Nelson, Department of Forest Resources, College of   
   Food, Agricultural and Natural Resource Sciences, Twin Cities

RWWefRWWX#-P0C)#Q"C#:($+$0*)/*D#5"*$C/G($/"*+#$"#
O"+$G0BB010(C&0$&I#<C0)(0$&I#0*)#OC"Q&++/"*01#6)(B0$/"*

   Massoud Amin, Department of Electrical and Computer 
   Engineering, Institute of Technology, Twin Cities

   Richard C. Brundage, Department of Experimental and Clinical  
   Pharmacology, College of Pharmacy, Twin Cities

   Cesare Casarino, Department of Cultural Studies and Comparative  
   Literature, College of Liberal Arts, Twin Cities

   Douglas N. Foster, Department of Animal Science, College of   
   Food, Agricultural and Natural Resource Sciences, Twin Cities

   John Freeman, Department of Political Science, College of Liberal  
   Arts, Twin Cities

   Stephen A. Katz, Department of Integrative Biology and 
   Physiology, Medical School, Twin Cities

   John Matheson, Law School, Twin Cities

   Melissa Middleton Stone, Humphrey Institute of Public   
   Aff airs, Twin Cities
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! is biannual conference aff ords faculty, 
staff , and administrators a chance 
to exchange ideas and strengthen 
collaborative eff orts to enhance the 
freshman experience.  
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Free and open to all University faculty, 
instructional staff , and graduate 
students. Call for proposals will be late 
in fall semester and registration will 
open in the spring.
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With the ease of online course management systems (e.g., WebVista, 
Moodle), increasing numbers of college instructors are providing 
students with lecture notes prior to class. Studies suggest that 
students value receiving notes, but what types of notes are most 
eff ective for student learning? 

In a recent article published in the journal Teaching of Psychology, 
Cornelius and Owen-DeSchryver summarize the current literature 
on the relationship between instructor-provided notes and student 
outcomes. Some studies suggest that providing full notes to 
students can actually be detrimental, hindering note-taking and 
contributing to procrastination and absenteeism. Another study 
suggests that that type of notes provided to students had no eff ect 
on grades or attendance. To address this uncertainty, the authors 
designed a study comparing the eff ectiveness of full and partial notes 
on student outcomes in an introductory psychology class. 

! e authors studied 307 undergraduates divided into two groups.  
One group received the full lecture notes and the other group 
received partial notes, consisting of only headings and titles. ! e 
students were required to fi ll the gaps in the notes during the lecture.  
At the end of the course, exam scores, fi nal grades, and attendance 
were compared between the two groups. ! e data revealed that 
students who received partial notes scored signifi cantly higher than 
the students receiving the full notes on two of four examinations, 
and received a signifi cantly higher fi nal grade in the course. Students 
who received partial notes also showed a small, but not signifi cant, 
increase in attendance compared to the group receiving the 
full notes.

! e authors suggest that partial notes are superior to full notes 
because they encourage students to actively process information 
received during the lecture. In support of this conclusion, the 
authors also looked at performance on specifi c types of exam 
questions. An ad hoc analysis was performed comparing student 
responses to defi nitional questions (those that required rote 
memorization) and conceptual questions (those that required 
applying a theory to an example). ! ose students who received 
partial notes were found to score signifi cantly higher on conceptual 
questions on the fi nal exam than students who received full notes. 
Cornelius and Owen-DeSchryver suggest that supplying partial notes 
provides students with a framework for note-taking while still 
requiring a higher level of information processing.
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Maybe you’ve heard somewhere that the attention span of the 
average college student declines after ten minutes in the classroom.  
! is popular statistic has worked its way into pedagogical literature 
and serves as justifi cation for employing teaching strategies aimed at 
recapturing students’ attention. But just how strong is the evidence 
for the ten-minute attention span?

Wilson and Korn undertook an analysis of the literature and found 
little support for this claim. ! e authors reveal that many of the 
original published articles upon which this premise is based are 
observational rather than empirical studies. As an example, a paper 
published by D. H. Lloyd describes personal observations of 
students’ behavior in class. Using subjective measures, such as 
restlessness, Lloyd plotted a hypothetical curve of students’ 
“receptivity” over time, which shows student attention declining 
after ten minutes. Despite the lack of empirical data, Lloyd’s work 
has been cited as evidence for a ten-minute attention span by 
pedagogical experts such as Donald Bligh in What’s the Use 
of Lectures?

Wilson and Korn methodically disassemble other studies often cited 
as evidence of a ten-minute attention span. An empirical study by 
Bligh, which employed measures of heart rate as an indicator of 
arousal during class, reported a decline in heart rate during a 40-
minute lecture, suggesting that a physiological correlate of decreasing 
attention span was captured. Wilson and Korn, however, report 
that these studies measured only four subjects and that there was 
no connection made between reduced heart rate and attention or 
objective measures of learning or retention. While Wilson and Korn 
call for expanded laboratory studies such as Bligh’s to address this 
topic, they conclude that the current body of research does not 
demonstrate a consistent pattern in the length of student attention 
during lectures. Until more studies are completed, the authors 
suggest that the idea of a ten-minute attention span may only be 
useful as a rhetorical device to encourage instructors to break up 
lectures into discrete segments and thereby continually reawaken 
student interest.
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Useful for preparing your dossier, a grant proposal, or to see how your own 
works are considered by your peers, this workshop will help you understand 
advanced citation research.
J$42#40]!12"3)0#"+/!;"&0.0")#

5C&0$&#0#Y1"D#\A&G#RMW#'&C/&+]
M)*2)#*./L!@-+4&)0!DDL!SE!^!SE]Xb!.?=?!
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94!0):"#+)0]!(++$]ii,,,?'"&?%=2?)*%i0):"#+0.+"42
Learn how to use Google’s Blogger tools to create and edit a blog. We will 
discuss the diff erence between a blog and a wiki and why to create a blog.
J$42#40]!12"3)0#"+/!;"&0.0")#

<C0*$#9(*)/*D#Q"C#<C0)(0$&#'$()&*$+
M)*2)#*./L!@-+4&)0!DDL!Q!^!X]Sb!$?=?L!QSE!M.'+)0!;"&0.0/
94!0):"#+)0]!(++$]ii,,,?'"&?%=2?)*%i0):"#+0.+"42
Learn to use IRIS, SPIN, Community of Science, and the Foundation 
Directory to search for grant opportunities; set up e-mail updates and 
fi nd internal U of M funding sources.
J$42#40]!12"3)0#"+/!;"&0.0")#

4&+E"*)/*D#$"#'$()&*$#AC/$/*D
9(%0#*./L!@-+4&)0!DQL!SD!^!S]QE!$?=?L!SX[!6-H).'
94!0):"#+)0]!(++$]ii,0"+"2:?%=2?)*%i+,,"!40![SD?[D[?fbf`
Rarely do students receive more aff ective – and potentially eff ective – 
messages from us than when we respond to their writing. In this panel 
discussion, experienced teachers will discuss their techniques for 
responding to student writers, including designing and coordinating 
peer response. Lunch provided for the fi rst 30 registrants.
J$42#40]!8)2+)0!540!M0"+"2:

!&+/D*/*D#6QQ&B$/K&#=/GC0CF#4&+&0CB%#-++/D*2&*$+
9(%0#*./L!@-+4&)0!QEL!SS]QE!.?=?!^!SD]QE!$?=?L!QSX!M.'+)0!;"&0.0/
94!0):"#+)0]!(++$]ii,,,?'"&?%=2?)*%i0):"#+0.+"42
Do your students have trouble selecting appropriate sources? Do they 
rely on Google and Wikipedia? Learn to design engaging library research 
assignments. Discuss assumptions faculty make and challenges students face.
J$42#40]!12"3)0#"+/!;"&0.0")#

<C0*$#9(*)/*D#h#'&0CB%#8""1+#0*)#4&+"(CB&+
9(%0#*./L!@-+4&)0!QEL!Q!^!X]Sb!$?=?L!JQE8!M"'#42!;"&0.0/!
94!0):"#+)0]!(++$]ii,,,?'"&?%=2?)*%i0):"#+0.+"42
Learn how to use IRIS, SPIN, Community of Science, and the Foundation 
Directory to search for grant opportunities; set up e-mail updates and fi nd 
internal U of M funding sources.
J$42#40]!12"3)0#"+/!;"&0.0")#
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A new academic technology, iTunes U, is coming to the University in 
November. Faculty members will discuss their experiences using iTunes U. 
Learn how to move beyond recording lectures and use iTunes U as an 
outreach, learning, and dissemination tool. 
J$42#40]!9()!9B;!J)="2.0!#)0")#!"#!#$42#40)*!&/!+()!@G9!.2*!-4#$42#40)*!&/!+()!JPNN!45!-)!
.2*!+()!$.2)'"#+#7!%2"+#?
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94!0):"#+)0]!(++$]ii,,,?'"&?%=2?)*%i0):"#+0.+"42
For RefWorks users who would like to learn more about linking to full- 
text documents, editing styles, and other specialized tasks. Bring your 
RefWorks questions. 
J$42#40]!12"3)0#"+/!;"&0.0")#

5C&0$&#F"(C#O"+$&C#/*#O"P&CO"/*$#
M)*2)#*./L!H43)=&)0!bL!D!^!D]Xb!$?=?L!6.:0.+(!;"&0.0/!G2#+0%-+"42!C44=
94!0):"#+)0]!(++$]ii,,,?'"&?%=2?)*%i0):"#+0.+"42
Getting ready to do a poster for an upcoming conference? Learn pointers 
about using PowerPoint to create the poster as one giant slide and send it 
to a large-scale printer. 
J$42#40]!12"3)0#"+/!;"&0.0")#

4&QA"CH+#Y0+/B+
9(%0#*./L!H43)=&)0![L!D]QE!^!Q]QE!$?=?L!QSE!M.'+)0!;"&0.0/!
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9%)#*./L!>)-)=&)0!DL!Q!^!X]Sb!$?=?L!6.:0.+(!;"&0.0/!G2#+0%-+"42!C44=
94!0):"#+)0]!(++$]ii,,,?'"&?%=2?)*%i0):"#+0.+"42
Learn RefWorks, Web-based citation manager, available to all U of M faculty, 
students, and staff . Use RefWorks to organize and create bibliographies in 
citation styles such as MLA, APA, etc. 
J$42#40]!12"3)0#"+/!;"&0.0")#!
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Blogs and wikis are just the beginning. As digital and online media continue 
to emerge and expand, their utility and ubiquity in our classrooms increase 
as well. ! is lunchtime panel will explore a variety of approaches to using 
and assigning writing in digital and online modes in order to get pedagogical 
gain from these technological innovations. Lunch provided for the fi rst 30 
registrants. 
J$42#40]!8)2+)0!540!M0"+"2:

g&&E/*D#?ET#A&GfY0+&)#8""1+#8%0$#;&1E#>"(#A"CH#'20C$&C#
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94!0):"#+)0]!(++$]ii,,,?'"&?%=2?)*%i0):"#+0.+"42
! is workshop will introduce you to Web-based tools like tagging, RSS feeds, 
and library databases that can help you more effi  ciently keep up with your 
fi elds of interest.
J$42#40]!12"3)0#"+/!;"&0.0")#
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! e fi rst in the Engaging Controversies series, this discussion will bring us 
together to consider how the architectures of online technologies infl uence 
our learning and thinking. One or two short articles will be distributed to 
participants in advance to frame the conversation. Stout coff ee provided.
J$42#40]!8)2+)0!540!M0"+"2:
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Learn RefWorks, Web-based citation manager, available to all U of M faculty, 
students, and staff . Use RefWorks to organize and create bibliographies in 
citation styles such as MLA, APA, etc. 
J$42#40]!12"3)0#"+/!;"&0.0")#
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94!0):"#+)0]!(++$]ii,,,?'"&?%=2?)*%i0):"#+0.+"42
Getting ready to do a poster for an upcoming conference? Learn pointers 
about using PowerPoint to create the poster as one giant slide and send it to a 
large-scale printer.
J$42#40]!12"3)0#"+/!;"&0.0")#
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Experience the use of innovative, fl exible, mobile learning devices designed 
for today’s students. Faculty, staff , and student panelists will demonstrate 
teaching and learning opportunities and the associated challenges as they 
implement innovative learning spaces and conduct new forms of scholarship.
J$42#40#]!9()!9B;!J)="2.0!#)0")#!"#!#$42#40)*!&/!+()!@G9!.2*!-4#$42#40)*!&/!+()!JPNN!45!-)!
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Long construed as the great plague of education, plagiarism continues 
to infect the experience of teaching and learning in our classes. In many 
cases, plagiarism’s ill eff ects can be preempted by careful preparation and 
assignment design. Panelists in this session will share strategies and resources 
that help student writers avoid plagiarism as well as productive responses to 
plagiarism and plagiarists. Lunch provided for the fi rst 30 registrants.
J$42#40]!8)2+)0!540!M0"+"2:
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Intended for graduate students and newer faculty in the sciences to identify 
appropriate journals to submit your article and how to manage your copy-
right. Discuss issues for emerging academic authors.
J$42#40]!12"3)0#"+/!;"&0.0")#

A%0$#/+#A&G#RMW,#-*#.*$C")(B$/"*#$"#$%&#O0C$/B/E0$"CF#A&G#
9(%0#*./L!@-+4&)0!S[L!SD!^!S!$?=?L!bbb!A"4_6)*"-.'!;"&0.0/
94!0):"#+)0]!(++$]ii,,,?'"&?%=2?)*%i0):"#+0.+"42
Explore various defi nitions of Web 2.0, its history, evolution, and defi ning 
characteristics of Web 2.0 applications. We will demonstrate examples in 
health sciences education and practice. (Note: Health sciences focus.)
J$42#40]!12"3)0#"+/!;"&0.0")#
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9%)#*./L!>)-)=&)0!DL!DEEFL!S]QE!^!D]QE!$?=?!
6.:0.+(!;"&0.0/!G2#+0%-+"42!C44=
94!0):"#+)0]!(++$]ii,,,?'"&?%=2?)*%i0):"#+0.+"42
Learn about impact factors, who cited an article, and how many times. 
We will explore Journal Citation Reports, Web of Science, Essential Science 
Indicators, and Google Scholar.
J$42#40]!12"3)0#"+/!;"&0.0")#!

OC"!#$0G1&#6)(B0$/"*T#5"CE"C0$/k0$/"*#"Q#;/D%&C#6)(B0$/"*#
[#AC/$/*D#.*+$C(B$/"*##
K0"*./L!>)-)=&)0!bL!`!^!SE]QE!.?=?L!SD!H"-(4'#42
94!0):"#+)0]!(++$]ii,0"+"2:?%=2?)*%i+,,"!40![SD?[D[?fbf`
! e third in the Engaging Controversies series, this discussion will bring 
us together to consider the trends and culture of business in higher 
education and writing instruction in particular. One or two short articles 
will be distributed to participants in advance to frame the conversation. 
Stout coff ee provided. 
J$42#40]!8)2+)0!540!M0"+"2:

<C0*$#9(*)/*D#h#'&0CB%#8""1+#0*)#4&+"(CB&+##
9%)#*./L!>)-)=&)0!`L!Q!^!X]Sb!$?=?L!QSE!M.'+)0!
94!0):"#+)0]!(++$]ii,,,?'"&?%=2?)*%i0):"#+0.+"42
Learn how to use IRIS, SPIN, Community of Science, and the Foundation 
Directory to search for grant opportunities; set up e-mail updates and fi nd 
internal U of M funding sources. 
J$42#40]!12"3)0#"+/!;"&0.0")#

86=#'&2/*0CT#@j/)&"#"*#502E(+T#OC&+&*$#0*)#9($(C&N##
M)*2)#*./L!>)-)=&)0!SEL!SD!^!S]QE!$?=?L!XED!M.'+)0!;"&0.0/
94!0):"#+)0]!c%#+!#(4,!%$!"2!$)0#42!40!+4!.++)2*!42'"2)!.#!.!3"0+%.'!$.0+"-"$.2+L!
-42+.-+!-'4$)ml%=2?)*%?
K40!=40)!"2540=.+"42L!#))!(++$]ii*=-?%=2?)*%i"##%)#?#(+='
Learn how video can support our land grant mission of teaching, research, 
and outreach. Panelists will discuss infrastructure, technology, services, and 
dissemination options. Topics include course guide videos, enterprise media 
storage and management, web and video conferencing, ResearchChannel, 
Big 10 Network, and more. 
J$42#40#]!9()!9B;!J)="2.0!#)0")#!"#!#$42#40)*!&/!+()!@G9!.2*!-4#$42#40)*!&/!+()!JPNN!45!-)!
.2*!+()!$.2)'"#+#7!%2"+#?

<C0*$#[#9&11"P+%/E#.*Q"C20$/"*#/*#$%&#'"B/01#'B/&*B&+##
9(%0#*./L!>)-)=&)0!SSL!SE!^!SS]QE!.?=?L!JQE8!M"'#42!;"&0.0/!
94!0):"#+)0]!(++$]ii,,,?'"&?%=2?)*%i0):"#+0.+"42
Learn how to use IRIS, SPIN, Community of Science, and the Foundation 
Directory to search for grant opportunities; set up e-mail updates and 
internal U of M funding sources. 
J$42#40#]!12"3)0#"+/!;"&0.0")#

c0*(0CF
!&+/D*/*D#6QQ&B$/K&#=/GC0CF#4&+&0CB%#-++/D*2&*$+#
642*./L!c.2%.0/!SDL!SS]QE!.?=?!^!SD]QE!$?=?L!QSX!M.'+)0!;"&0.0/
94!0):"#+)0]!(++$]ii,,,?'"&?%=2?)*%i0):"#+0.+"42
Do your students have trouble selecting appropriate sources? Do they 
rely on Google and Wikipedia? Learn to design engaging library research 
assignments. Discuss assumptions faculty make and challenges students face.
J$42#40]!12"3)0#"+/!;"&0.0")#

?EB"2/*D#Q"C#'EC/*D#RWW^
</K/*D#<C&0$#=&B$(C&+##
C):"#+0.+"42!24,!4$)2!.+]!(++$]ii,,,?+).-("2:?%=2?)*%!
Members of this faculty learning community engage regularly in classroom 
observation, small-group discussion, and individual consultation to critically 
refl ect on and enhance delivery of classroom lectures.
J$42#40]!8)2+)0!540!9).-("2:!.2*!;).02"2:

=(*B%#P/$%#0#<C&0$#8&0B%&Cl##
C):"#+0.+"42!24,!4$)2!.+]!(++$]ii,,,?+).-("2:?%=2?)*%!
Small groups of early career faculty are invited to observe a master teacher 
conduct a class and then join her or him for lunch to discuss the art of 
teaching. (CTL treats the whole group to lunch!)
J$42#40]!8)2+)0!540!9).-("2:!.2*!;).02"2:

8%/+#.#;0K&#=&0C*&)##
@2'"2)!0):"#+0.+"42!,"''!&):"2!"2!>)-)=&)0!.+]!(++$]ii,,,?+).-("2:?%=2?)*%!
! is learning community invites tenured faculty to share their core beliefs 
and stories about teaching through discussion, short essays, and other 
creative venues. 
J$42#40]!8)2+)0!540!9).-("2:!.2*!;).02"2:

'EC/*D#8&0B%/*D#6*C/B%2&*$#'&C/&+T#
.*B/K/1/$/&+#/*#$%&#=&0C*/*D#6*K/C"*2&*$##
@2'"2)!0):"#+0.+"42!,"''!&):"2!"2!>)-)=&)0!.+]!(++$]ii,,,?+).-("2:?%=2?)*%
What opportunities and responsibilities surface when incivilities arise in the 
learning environment? Join faculty and CTL staff  to examine incivilities in 
an academic context, strategies for fostering civilities, and approaches to 
confl ict mediation. 
J$42#40#]!8)2+)0!540!9).-("2:!.2*!;).02"2:L!+()!O0.*%.+)!J-(44'L!.2*!+()!J+%*)2+!842!"-+!
C)#4'%+"42!8)2+)0!

30H/*D#5"**&B$/"*+#Y&$P&&*#8&0B%/*D#0*)#=&0C*/*D##
642*./L!<$0"'!DfL!DEE`L!`!.?=?!^!Q!$?=?L!6-H.=.0.!<'%=2"!8)2+)0
@2'"2)!0):"#+0.+"42!,"''!4$)2!*%0"2:!#$0"2:!#)=)#+)0
! is biannual teaching and learning conference will feature presentations by 
faculty, staff , and graduate students from across the University system. Watch 
for more information regarding conference theme, keynote speaker, and a call 
for proposals later in the fall semester. For more information, contact Karen 
Zentner Bacig at kbacig@umn.edu.
J$42#40]!<-.*)=/!45!>"#+"2:%"#()*!9).-()0#L!,"+(!-4_#$42#40#!+()!8)2+)0!540!9).-("2:!.2*!
;).02"2:!.2*!+()!@5!-)!45!G2540=.+"42!9)-(24'4:/

:P*/*D#.)&0+T#.*$&11&B$(01#OC"E&C$FI#OC"EC/&$FI#0*)#O10D/0C/+2#
K0"*./L!H43)=&)0!fL!`!^!SE]QE!.?=?L!SD!H"-(4'#42
94!0):"#+)0]!(++$]ii,0"+"2:?%=2?)*%i+,,"!40![SD?[D[?fbf`
! e second in the Engaging Controversies series, this discussion will bring 
us together to consider the contested notions of intellectual property and 
their relationship to scholarship, publication, and teaching. One or two 
short articles will be distributed to participants in advance to frame the 
conversation. Stout coff ee provided. 
J$42#40]!8)2+)0!540!M0"+"2:

<C0*$#9(*)/*D#Q"C#<C0)(0$&#'$()&*$+#
9%)#*./L!H43)=&)0!SSL!Q!^!X]Sb!$?=?L!QSE!M.'+)0!;"&0.0/
94!0):"#+)0]!(++$]ii,,,?'"&?%=2?)*%i0):"#+0.+"42
Learn to use IRIS, SPIN, Community of Science, and the Foundation 
Directory to search for grant opportunities; set up e-mail updates and 
fi nd internal U of M funding sources. 
J$42#40]!12"3)0#"+/!;"&0.0")#

!"B(2&*$/*D#8&0B%/*D#6QQ&B$/K&*&++T#30H/*D#$%&#7&P#
'$()&*$#40$/*D+#"Q#8&0B%/*D#\'48+]#A"CH#Q"C#>"(#
9%)#*./L!H43)=&)0!SSL!F!^!`!.?=?L!QQE!A'):)2!!

M)*2)#*./L!H43)=&)0!SDL!SD!^S!$?=?L!SED!6)-(.2"-.'!B2:"2))0"2:!

9(%0#*./L!H43)=&)0!SQL!Q]QE!^!X]QE!$?=?L!AXD!8'.##044=!@5!-)!A%"'*"2:
94!0):"#+)0]!(++$]ii,,,?+).-("2:?%=2?)*%!
During this seminar session, faculty will learn practices for systematically 
collecting student feedback and drawing on these data to document teaching 
eff ectiveness as part of a teaching portfolio for promotion and/or to 
document professional development.
J$42#40]!8)2+)0!540!9).-("2:!.2*!;).02"2:!"2!$.0+2)0#("$!,"+(!+()!N0434#+7#!@5!-)

<C0*$#[#9&11"P+%/E#.*Q"C20$/"*#/*#$%&#'"B/01#'B/&*B&+#
9%)#*./L!H43)=&)0!SSL!SS]QE!.?=?!^!S]QE!$?=?L!JQE8!M"'#42!;"&0.0/!
94!0):"#+)0]!(++$]ii,,,?'"&?%=2?)*%i0):"#+0.+"42
Learn how to use IRIS, SPIN, Community of Science, and the Foundation 
Directory to search for grant opportunities; set up e-mail updates and 
internal U of M funding sources.
J$42#40]!12"3)0#"+/!;"&0.0")#

-++/D*2&*$#!&+/D*T#.*+E/C&)I#.*$&11/D&*$I#"C#6K"1($/"*0CF#
M)*2)#*./L!H43)=&)0!SDL!D]QE!^!X!$?=?L!SES!M.'+)0!;"&0.0/
94!0):"#+)0]!(++$]ii,0"+"2:?%=2?)*%i+,,"!40![SD?[D[?fbf`
Our writing assignments sometimes fall short of our objectives. Creating 
writing assignments is just like writing: we draft, revise, and revise again. 
! ese experienced panelists share approaches to assignment design that 
create eff ective writing assignments that minimize headaches, heartaches, 
and hand-wringing. Beverages and light refreshments provided.
J$42#40]!8)2+)0!540!M0"+"2:

'&0CB%#A"CH+%"ET#;0G/$+#"Q#6QQ&B$/K&#'&0CB%&C+#
M)*2)#*./L!H43)=&)0!SDL!Q]QE!^!X]QE!$?=?L!6.:0.+(!;"&0.0/!G2#+0%-+"42!C44=
94!0):"#+)0]!(++$]ii,,,?'"&?%=2?)*%i0):"#+0.+"42
Learn tips to help you focus your searches in the journal indexes and on the 
Web. Spend less time and retrieve better results!
J$42#40]!12"3)0#"+/!;"&0.0")#

;"P#!"#.#g*"P#.#9"(*)#6K&CF$%/*D,#
M)*2)#*./L!H43)=&)0!SDL!D!^!Q!$?=?L!6.:0.+(!;"&0.0/!G2#+0%-+"42!C44=
94!0):"#+)0]!(++$]ii,,,?'"&?%=2?)*%i0):"#+0.+"42
Working on a new research project, a thesis, or dissertation? Need to be 
comprehensive in your literature search? Learn techniques to improve 
your searches.
J$42#40]!12"3)0#"+/!;"&0.0")#

5/$0$/"*#4&+&0CB%#\-)K0*B&)]#
9(%0#*./L!H43)=&)0!SQL!SS]QE!.?=?!^!S]Sb!$?=?L!JQE8!M"'#42!;"&0.0/!
94!0):"#+)0]!(++$]ii,,,?'"&?%=2?)*%i0):"#+0.+"42
Useful for preparing your dossier, a grant proposal, or to see how your own 
works are considered by your peers, this workshop will help you understand 
advanced citation research. 
J$42#40]!12"3)0#"+/!;"&0.0")#

6a$C&2&#<""D1/*DT#8/E+#0*)#8C/BH+#Q"C#6aE&C$#'&0CB%/*D
9(%0#*./L!H43)=&)0!DEL!SD!^!S!$?=?!
bQbibXb!>")('!I.''L!<-.*)="-!I).'+(!8)2+)0!;).02"2:!84==42#
94!0):"#+)0]!(++$]ii,,,?'"&?%=2?)*%i0):"#+0.+"42
Our advanced tips will help you get the most out of Google searching 
including using Google to fi nd scholarly articles, patents, ebooks, 
government documents, and more. (Note: Health sciences focus)
J$42#40]!12"3)0#"+/!;"&0.0")#

6a$C&2&#<""D1/*DT#OC")(B$/K/$F#8""1+#Q"C#>"(C#:*1/*&#=/Q&#
K0"*./L!H43)=&)0!DSL!SE!^!SS!.?=?
bQbibXb!>")('!I.''L!<-.*)="-!I).'+(!8)2+)0!;).02"2:!84==42#
94!0):"#+)0]!(++$]ii,,,?'"&?%=2?)*%i0):"#+0.+"42
Learn tools from Google to work collaboratively, stay current, and get 
organized using Google Docs & spreadsheets, iGoogle, Notebook, Reader, 
and more. (Note: Health sciences focus).
J$42#40]!12"3)0#"+/!;"&0.0")#

AC/$/*D#4&+&0CB%#5"11"L(/(2T#.*$&C)/+B/E1/*0CF#'$()/&+#
"Q#AC/$/*D#<C0*$+#
K0"*./L!H43)=&)0!DSL!SD!^!S]QE!$?=?L!SQb!H"-(4'#42
94!0):"#+)0]!(++$]ii,0"+"2:?%=2?)*%i+,,"!40![SD?[D[?fbf`
! is colloquium features the original writing research of our own U of M 
faculty, based on projects funded by the Center for Writing’s Interdisciplinary 
Studies of Writing (ISW) Grants. Presenters include David Beard (Writing 
Studies, UMD), Mark Stellmack and Yasmine Kalkstein (Psychology), and 
Kristin Janke (Pharmacy). Lunch provided for the fi rst 30 registrants. 
J$42#40]!8)2+)0!540!M0"+"2:
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8;6#5-=5?=-8:4'#@<68#.8N (Continued from cover)

in Spring 2007, described in the online supplement, were similar to those 
discussed here for Spring 2006.

In Part 1 of the MA, questions #1-3 asked the students for the base 10 
(common) logarithms of 100, 0.0001 and 104. ! ese questions test the 
students’ basic understanding of logarithms (“logs”). For base 10, if 10a = b, 
then a is the log of b (e.g., 2 is the log of 100, since 102 = 100). ! e correct 
answers (2, -4, and 4, respectively) to all three questions were chosen by 
about one-third of the students. ! e most popular incorrect answers were 
the square roots (10, 0.01, and 100), and two of these three answers were 
selected by about one-quarter of the students. In contrast, about 4/5 of the 
students knew the more abstract relation: log (ab) = b log a. ! ese results 
reveal that many students are familiar with the formal rules for manipulating 
logs, but have forgotten the actual meaning of the log. Some students 
may think of logs as being equal or similar to square roots, or as being 
fundamentally defi ned in terms of the formal rules for their manipulation. 
! ese misconceptions, we suggest, might hinder students’ understanding 
of acid–base equilibria, electrochemistry, and other introductory chemistry 
topics involving common logs. ! e literature attests that these concerns are 
not limited to American students (Watters and Watters, 2006).

Part II has fi ve questions on the use of scientifi c notation. ! ree of these 
were answered correctly by ≥96% of the students. ! ese were among 
seven easy questions included to reduce the possibility that the MA might 
backfi re, and excessively discourage some students already anxious about 
the adequacy of their math skills. Question #11 (5.00 x 104 − 3.00 x 10-2), 
which addresses the meaning of signifi cant fi gures, was answered correctly 
(5.00 x 104) by only about half of the students.  

Part III includes four questions requiring the interpretation of graphs. For 
example, one question showed a graph of y = 10x, with a revealing point 
at x = 3, y = 1000. ! is function was correctly identifi ed by about half of 
the students, with about a quarter choosing y = ex. ! e results indicate that 
many students have diffi  culty extracting quantitative information from 
graphs of exponential and logarithmic functions. About one-fi fth of the 
students answered all four graphing questions correctly.

Part IV comprises four algebra questions. Two questions (e.g., given:  
b = c 2d. If c is doubled and d is unchanged, how does the value of b change? 
Answer: b quadruples, i.e., increases by a factor of 4) are modeled after 
initial rates problems in chemical kinetics. About 60% of the students 
answered both questions correctly. ! us, 40% would benefi t from a review 
of problems involving ratios of numbers with integer exponents, before 
adding the additional complexities of chemical applications. For question 
20 (simplify if possible:  d = (a−b)/(c−b)), the students’ diverse responses 
also emphasize the need to review the meaning of a common factor and to 
practice simplifying rational expressions. All four algebra problems were 
answered correctly by about one-third of the students.

5"CC&10$/"*+#"Q#3-#'B"C&+#P/$%#5"(C+&#<C0)&+
In Chem 1022 during Spring 2006, students were permitted to use 
calculators of their choice for all chemistry exams and labs. Course grades 
were based 80% on multiple-choice exam grades and 20% on lab grades; 
they are reported here using a 0–4 scale, with the highest grade an A (4.00).

We found that 12 of the 20 questions individually showed a relatively high 
correlation (r~0.2) with fi nal course grades. ! e relationship between the 
325 students’ course grades and their total scores on this 12-question subset 
of the MA shows a correlation coeffi  cient of r = 0.41. For our sample size, 
this r value indicates a signifi cant correlation between these two variables 
at the p < 0.001 level. ! at is, if the true correlation were zero, then the 
probability (p) of observing r ≥ 0.41 (or r ≤ −0.41) would be below 0.1%. 
! e corresponding square of the correlation (coeffi  cient of determination), 
r 2 = 0.17, indicates that about 17% of the variation in course grades is 
predictable from the math scores. ! is modest value refl ects the large range 
in course grades earned by students with the same MA score, as detailed in 
the online supplement. Nevertheless, these r and r 2 values are comparable 
to those reported for some tests specifi cally designed for chemistry course 
placement and diagnostics. S

(continued on page 8)

! e relationship between average chemistry course grades and students’ scores on the 12-question subset of the MA 
is, of course, particularly pronounced upon comparing the high and low extremes. For example, the 15 students who 
answered all 12 math questions correctly earned an average chemistry course grade of A−, and the 94 students with 
high MA scores of 9–11 points earned an average grade of B. Conversely, the 73 students with low MA scores of 4–5 
out of 12 averaged a C+, and the 30 students with MA scores of 0–3 averaged a C. Examining these relationships in 
reverse, one fi nds that the 66 students earning an A or A− in the course had an average MA score of 8.7 out of 12 
points, whereas the 44 students who received C− or below, or who withdrew during the second half of the semester, 
had an average MA score of 4.9. ! ese trends can be suffi  ciently convincing to motivate some students to strengthen their 
math skills, while the wide variations in course grades earned by students with the same MA score can off er reassurance 
that, with suffi  ciently diligent studying, one can excel in this course despite initial defi ciencies.

!/+B(++/"*
To fl uently translate the many quantitative examples and problems used throughout the semester in lectures, labs, 
and discussions and extract their conceptual meanings, we believe that students need a math background adequate 
to enable correct responses to all or nearly all of these very basic questions. ! e results described above revealed that 
the majority of the students in our second-semester chemistry course lacked this prerequisite degree of math fl uency.

Misconceptions have been shown to play a powerful, adversarial role in science pedagogy (Nakhleh, 1992; 
“Misconceptions,” 1997). Once fl awed concepts become integrated into one’s cognitive structure, they can be 
resistant to change and can interfere with subsequent learning (Nakhleh, 1992). As discussed above, the students’ 
responses revealed mathematical misconceptions, such as the interpretation of a logarithm as a square root. ! e 
results of this study also highlight additional misconceptions that can interfere with learning. ! ese are pedagogical 
misconceptions and are held by many teachers as well as by their students.

O&)0D"D/B01#3/+B"*B&E$/"*+
One such misconception is: “! e students already know this simple material.” To the surprise and dismay of many 
of our faculty and teaching assistants, only about one-third of the students tested did as well on the MA as we 
had anticipated. ! us, we found these results quite useful to familiarize us with our students’ backgrounds. For 
many students as well, their responses exposed specifi c defi ciencies in areas they thought they understood. Such 
misconceptions can persist, in part, because the incessant use of calculators can “mask” defi ciencies in mental math 
skills and conceptual understanding, both from teachers and from the students themselves. We need to remember 
that the demonstration of sophisticated, calculator-based skills does not necessarily imply the mastery, or diminish 
the importance, of the more basic math skills.

A second type of pedagogical misconception is: “If they didn’t get it by now, they won’t get it”; or, as some 
students bemoan: “I’m bad at math.” We found that many bright students did not do well on the MA. Yet, these 
questions are simple enough to be solved by students with the requisite knowledge, without requiring novel or 
complex problem-solving skills that would favor the more mathematically gifted students. ! erefore, the present 
results probably refl ect, at least in part, current methods of teaching math in American high schools, which may 
not emphasize calculator-free quantitative problem solving as an important priority. In addition to enabling the 
evaluation of functions whose meaning one does not understand, excessive calculator dependency can decrease 
students’ practice using basic algebraic methods. ! erefore, for most of our students, a poor MA score is not a 
symptom of being intrinsically math-challenged. ! e simple math skills essential to this course can be mastered 
by virtually every student with suffi  ciently focused practice.

Negative math self-effi  cacy beliefs form a type of misconception that can seriously impede students’ science 
education and may be more diffi  cult to eradicate. ! e infl uence on math performance of the beliefs that people hold 
about their own competence has been reported to be as strong as that of general mental ability (Pajares, 2005). We 
have observed that some students are signifi cantly hindered by a sort of mathematical nocebo response (Harvard, 
2005). ! is course can help to erode this psychological obstacle by deliberately developing internalized math skills 
needed to approach chemistry problems with confi dence.

A;-8#.'#8;6#7:56Y:#46'O:7'6,
! e well-known placebo eff ect describes the phenomenon in which  patients feel better for 
reasons not related to the nature of the treatment they received. Classic studies of the 
placebo eff ect report pain relief from inert or “sugar” pills when patients are told that they 
are actually receiving a pain reliever. Placebo is Latin for “I shall please.” Nocebo, on the 
other hand, is Latin for “I shall harm” and describes the phenomena of patients reporting 
unpleasant side eff ects unrelated to the nature of the treatment they have received.  

One study of the nocebo eff ect looked at volunteers who were informed that a mild 
electrical current would be passed through their heads and that this action may cause 
a headache. Even though no electrical current was actually applied, over 2/3 of the 
participants reported that they developed a headache.  In another study, volunteers were 
given sugar water to drink and were told it would make them vomit. Surprisingly, over 80% 
did indeed vomit! Researchers are working to unravel the causes of the nocebo eff ect, and 
thus far, a generally agreed upon theory has not emerged. It does appear, however, that 
certain people are more susceptible to both placebos and nocebos than others. Whether 
these tendencies are related to personality type or physiological factors has yet to 
be determined.  

As an instructor, the nocebo eff ect may be something to keep in mind when communicating 
expectations to students. Is it possible that if we expect students to perform poorly that they 
will indeed underperform in spite of having the resources to thrive? ! is would be a fl ip side 
of the so-called “Hawthorne Eff ect” (sometimes called the Pygmalion Eff ect) that posits that 
students will rise to our expectations. Perhaps in designing our courses we need to consider 
if we are inadvertently handing out nocebos to our students.
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by Helen Hansen
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My parents were teachers. Although they had very diff erent kinds of lives 
in teaching and diff erent perspectives, they were my fi rst teachers, and 
not simply in the same manner that most parents are teachers. My father 
taught me how to read when I was four. More importantly, he taught me 
how to approach the experience of learning, which has aff ected my 
everyday living and how I teach. Perhaps as he was teaching me to read, 
he was also teaching me a love of reading, which has always served as a 
source of wisdom as well as solace. 

I never knew my parents as anything but professional educators. Yes, my 
father was an actor of sorts and an artisan; he built small boats. And my 
mother started her career as a personnel manager. However, in my day-
to-day life they were always teachers. ! ey taught in elementary and 
secondary schools and in higher education; their demeanors fi t those 
varied environments. My mother was the steady, deliberate, elementary 
classroom teacher; my father was the intense dramatic college teacher of 
theater, radio, forensics, and speech. 

I assume so much about teaching as a profession based on the way my 
parents went about their lives as teachers. It was not glamorous. It was 
important, but not particularly noteworthy.

I expect that my mother was a fi ne student herself. She majored in 
English, economics, and psychology. Although she graduated Phi Beta 
Kappa, she did not go to graduate school; I never heard her express 
a desire to do so. She most likely focused on my father’s eff orts in 
graduate school, which was undoubtedly diffi  cult because my father 
had great diffi  culty achieving his goal of completing his Ph.D. She was 
the steady disciplined student; he was the maverick, easily thrown off  
course by his shifting interests and grand imagination.

I do not have a sense of how my mother shared her knowledge with 
her students or how she synthesized it, although I am confi dent that her 
classroom delivery was organized, accurate, thoughtful, and involved 
the sophisticated use of language. She undoubtedly stressed grammar 
and writing with her third and fourth graders, and at the same time 
she taught her children proper grammar and writing. She was quite 
passionate, perhaps even obsessed, about the correct use of language. 
I recognize this proclivity in myself as I observe my own distraction, at 
times, with the technical aspects of learning and teaching. In my mother’s 
view, the use of language and the organization of thoughts was the way 
a person made sense of what she was learning. 

I have a hard time recalling the creativity she may have brought to her 
teaching. She was passionate about reading, and I expect she conveyed 
that to her students. She set high standards and thoroughly enjoyed 
students who enjoyed learning and liked to write and read. However, 
my impressions of her teaching do not include the quality of inspiration.

My father, on the other hand, was an inspiring teacher. He seemed 
consumed by his passion for teaching and for his interest in his students. 
His fl are for drama seemed to engender loyalty in some of his favorite 
students. I am disturbed by this contrast of perceptions. I so respected my 
mother for her classiness and style, something that others saw in her as 
well. Was her teaching truly uninspiring or was I simply grateful for the 
calm contrast she provided to my father’s unpredictability?

I do not see my teaching as particularly inspiring. Like her, I get the job 
done. I make students stretch. I set high standards. I make them work on 
writing, perhaps to a fault. However, I do not expect that there is that one 
former student out there who will send me a Hallmark card in my dotage. 

! ere is something sacred about one’s parents’ stories. I strongly suspect 
that their stories are revisions of reality; aren’t all our stories a revision 
of reality? ! ere are stories that represent the paths taken and those not 
taken. In our culture, inaccurate memory is regarded as a fl aw in character, 
or even dishonesty. Although I know my memory is faulty, I continuously 
strive to discern the “truth.” I don’t want to utter an un-truth about 
my own history, much less misrepresent the truth of others. To this 
end, I keep checking my facts and trying them out against my 
brother’s memories.

John O’Donohue, the wonderful Irish poet, recently deceased, introduced 
me to a new idea about our multiple parallel lives. His proposition is 
that through the web of our lives we make choices about what path we 
will go down next, often leaving another desired path aside. However, 
O’Donohue says we never discard the possibilities of the path not taken. 
! e possibilities of experience and yearning move with us just as surely 
as the realities of the path actually taken. ! at other path continues to 
inform our life experience and other choices we may make. I like to think 
about doing that with respect to my parents.

Both of my parents made the choice to teach. I always had the feeling 
that there were other choices, other alternatives that they put aside. 

Nevertheless, those possibilities 
continued to infl uence their lives as 
teachers, parents, citizens, and friends. 
For my mother, the alternative might 
have been music. She learned to play the 
piano and the French horn and to appreciate classical music and jazz. 
To me, that aspect of her life was just a story and photographs of her in a 
high school band uniform. ! at aspect of her knowledge and skill resided 
alongside all the other paths she trod. ! e roads not taken served as 
her companions.

My father maintained his vocation as an actor alongside his real life as 
teacher, father, husband, and friend. He was theatrical in the classroom, 
and in that way he taught and communicated with his friends. He was 
always engaging, as if always at the center of the proscenium. Students 
were alternately frightened, awed, and mesmerized by his performance. 
My response to his teaching was similar. I wanted deeply to be as dynamic 
and expressive as he, and just as precise. It was a very high standard to 
meet, whether it was memorizing a poem or preparing to deliver an 
extemporaneous speech for a forensics contest. Dad enforced his 
expectation with constant, not quite badgering, coaching. 

I place them, mother and father, side-by-side as teachers and refl ect on 
how their teaching dynamics have fl owed through me. Together, they 
created an environment where learning was a given; they created a quiet 
space for refl ection and engagement with whatever was available. Learning 
was not positioned as fun, however. Trips to the zoo or the symphony were 
presented as opportunities to soak up knowledge and become engaged. 
Any such adventure came with some level of instruction, if only to draw 
my attention to something of interest and to witness my parents’ own 
fascination. ! ey taught us to pay attention, attention to the activities 
and arrangement of things we observed. Yes, to observe, with care and 
interest. If we engaged in work with either of them, there were always 
careful instructions of what to look for, how to solve a problem, correct 
an error, do everything more thoughtfully and thoroughly. 

Building small boats, the prams, was a great example of such learning. We 
were presented with such detailed instruction, and we inevitably gained an 
intricate understanding of the craft of building and working with another 
person. When we made an error, we received immediate feedback and 
always in the calmest and most sensitive manner, and those were lessons 
that we never forgot.

On Saturday mornings in the basement of our home, where my father 
built the 8-foot, gaff -rigged boats called prams that my brother and I 
sailed along with many others in our sailing club, we were frequently the 
apprentices. ! ese boats were not built with screws or nails; their pieces 
were glued together with great care. One major step involved shaping and 
positioning the bottom of the boat, a single sheet of plywood, onto the 
sides, which had been generously swathed with glue. It was then screwed 
(temporarily) into place and the glue allowed to dry. Once Dad was sure 
the glue was dry and the bottom secure, the screws were removed, and my 
brother’s and my job began. We took 3/16-inch dowels, sharpened them 
in a pencil sharpener to a dull point, dipped them in glue, and gently 
tapped them into the holes left by the screws. ! is was a tedious job. 
And dad always had new instructions for us on how to achieve greater 
perfection in this process. We were part of a great enterprise. We knew 
that even back then. My father’s creativity at both building and teaching 
us how to build was at an apex.

! e idea of prompt, explicit, detailed critique is part of my teaching 
repertoire and something that I have diffi  culty delivering with equanimity. 
I recognize a level of consternation in myself when I confront poor 
writing, superfi ciality, or lack of eff ort in students’ work. I feel let down. 
I can feel viscerally the disappointment, my parents – my father 
especially – experienced when the lessons did not translate promptly 
into perfection.

My father particularly took evidence of poor performance very personally. 
I know that when we children failed to learn something new, his 
disappointment was palpable. I expect my mother was able to be more 
objective and detached. She was able to ride out disappointments with 
her children more calmly, with more understanding. As I have taught at 
increasingly higher levels – undergraduate, masters, doctor of nursing 
practice, Ph.D – I have found working with students to be more 
satisfying, partly because students are more engaged and take feedback 
more seriously as they advance along the education ladder. I look for that 
eff ort, that going the next mile, where I know that there is willingness and 
openness, and a desire to work very hard. As a student myself, I’m not sure 
it was easy for my parents to see my eagerness to learn. Just as my father 
may not have seen clearly my determination to create the perfect dowel 
pin for the prams, I may miss students’ determination to write the perfect 
introduction to a dissertation. However, he, my mother, and I, as teachers, 
shared the fundamental belief that every student could, would, and dearly 
wanted to be engaged in the highly creative and tightly disciplined work 
of learning.
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“This I Have Learned”
What insights might faculty members 
“bequeath” to colleagues, friends, family 
members, and students about the principles 
and practices that have guided their teaching 
in higher education? Evolving from the 
national media project, ! is I Believe, and 
the bestseller, ! e Last Lecture, this new 
learning community invites tenured faculty 
to share their core beliefs and stories about 
teaching through discussion, short essays, 
and other creative venues. Contact Kathleen 
O’Donovan at odono004@umn.edu for more 
information and to register.
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GLBTA Community 
Dialogue on Teaching 
and Learning
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You are invited to join GLBTA instructors – faculty, staff , 
and graduate students – for conversations about teaching 
and learning:

• Across the campus, how can we design our courses to create 
   a welcoming learning environment for our GLBT students,  
   for allies, and potential allies? 
 
• What teaching and learning-related resources, workshops,  
   programs, and consultation opportunities would best serve  
   your needs as teachers, whether GLBT or ally identifi ed,  
   whether new or experienced teachers, whether teaching 
   GLBT courses or liberal education courses?

We need to hear your voices in order to develop teaching-
related programming that supports who we are, and who, 
how, and what we teach. If you have questions or cannot 
attend one of the dialogues, please contact us. 

  – Ilene Alexander
     Center for Teaching and Learning
     alexa032@umn.edu

  – Anne Phibbs
     GLBTA Programs Offi  ce
     phib0001@umn.edu
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-Y'84-58##! is article gives a perspective on the use of memoir 
writing as pedagogy in three undergraduate courses at the University 
of Minnesota in 2002, 2005, and 2006. Each of these courses explored 
the signifi cance of “place” and “time” in the lives of the students. In 
each, the students wrote memoirs ranging from about 1,500 to 5,000 
words in length. Memoir serves as a way to encourage students to 
bring their experiences into classes and also helps them to develop 
important personal refl ection skills as they look for deeper meanings 
from their life stories. One of the most important outcomes of using 
memoir as pedagogy is the impetus it gives for students to examine 
and refl ect upon aspects of their busy lives. ! is article concludes with 
an exhortation to also use memoir writing as pedagogy in other kinds 
of courses, including professionally oriented ones. Some suggestions 
about how this might be accomplished are off ered. 
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! is study documents the use of the Immediate Feedback Assessment 
Technique (IF-AT) as a group-centered activity in a large-lecture 
environment and evaluates student perceptions of IF-AT utility. 
! e IF-AT succeeds as a relatively simple, low-tech tool for providing 
immediate feedback, targeting student misconceptions, and generating 
group discussion. ! e authors make a series of recommendations on 
how to use the IF-ATs constructively to scaff old student learning and 
provide a low-stakes group assessment.
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In this study, the authors analyzed their “read-a-book” assignment in 
which the instructors asked students to read trade books in addition 
to the main text. ! e assignment proved to be quite popular, though 
the data could not support claims for learning games related to the 
particular course content. ! e authors found no signifi cant diff erence 
in the performance of those who elected to read additional books for 
extra credit.
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A third misconception might be expressed by some teachers as: “It’s not my job to teach high school math” 
or, from the student’s viewpoint, “I’m taking this class to learn chemistry, not math.” Naturally, it would be 
preferable for our students to embark upon college chemistry with a fi rmer grasp of these basic topics. However, 
our challenge as teachers lies in genuinely educating our present students with full cognizance of the skill sets 
they now have. Just as one might fi x a kink in a hose that impedes the fl ow of water, we need to help students 
identify and strengthen the specifi c math skills whose defi ciencies we realize will seriously hamper their eff orts 
to learn chemistry. 

A fourth pedagogical misconception might be summarized: “Math tests prohibiting calculators are irrelevant to 
predicting success in this course, since the chemistry exams allow calculators.” Students with more fl uent math 
skills were found to be more likely, on average, to do well in Chem 1022, although calculators were allowed 
during exams. Moreover, with regard to the relationship between students’ math fl uency and their abilities 
to achieve the fi rm conceptual understanding that constitutes true success in this course, we believe that the 
correlation may be stronger than is suggested by the data, since many chemistry exam questions can successfully 
be answered through the mechanical application of formulaic methods that are only poorly understood.

! e MA results are meaningful not only in the direct sense that these specifi c math skills are used in solving 
chemistry problems, but also – we believe primarily – because they refl ect underlying thinking and learning 
patterns that are correlated with success in this course. ! e suitability of these simple questions to reveal students’ 
level of basic cognitive skills is particularly clear for questions 1 – 3 and 11, discussed above. Although these four 
questions could easily have been answered with calculators, which were allowed on all of our chemistry exams, 
they were among those showing relatively high correlations with course grades. ! e correct answers to these 
questions, in an unannounced and calculator-free quiz, may refl ect an inclination to think of mathematical 
entities in terms of their underlying meanings (e.g., the log is an exponent) rather than in a more superfi cial 
operational manner (e.g., the log is what you get when you press the “log” key). ! e former approach, which 
should be assimilated in pre-college math classes, is also likely to lead to greater success in a vertically structured, 
math-based knowledge domain such as second-semester chemistry.

In contrast, if we encourage our students to dive into quantitative chemistry problems without a fi rm mastery 
of basic math skills, we risk inadvertently reinforcing plug-and-chug problem-solving strategies and students’ 
confusion of superfi cial with genuine understanding. Indeed, such pedagogical gaff es are common. It is hardly 
surprising that many students feel that they have little choice except to approach assignments as mechanically 
formulaic exercises and glean little conceptual insight from their eff orts. For these students, introductory 
chemistry classes may succeed in transmitting mainly superfi cial knowledge that displays little transferability 
to other contexts and fails to provide a robust foundation for future courses.
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To help foster the fl uency required to really understand chemistry in the language of math, a useful strategy 
includes the increased use of numerical problems whose solutions require only mental or written calculations. 
! e advantages of calculator-free quantitative problem solving have been emphasized by instructors of 
introductory chemistry (Hoff man, 2000; Barouch,1997), physics (Sherfi nski, 2001), and astronomy (Ruiz, 
2004) courses. For grade-school children, many pedagogical experts concur that building a repertoire of 
automated skills is essential for the optimum development of their higher-order problem-solving abilities and 
conceptual understanding of math (Wu, 1999; Seeley; Mighton, 2003). ! is mental math fl uency 
subconsciously guides one’s intuitions and frees more of one’s attention to focus on the steps involved in complex 
problem solving. Similarly, for college chemistry students, improved math fl uency expedites the development of 
a matrix of mental associations of the sort that can generate the inspired guesswork that characterizes experts 
(Barouch,1997). We need to encourage our students to put aside their calculators and associated cyborgian 
thinking patterns so they can surpass their calculators’ capabilities and learn to think conceptually and creatively 
about quantitative chemistry.

Improving basic mental math skills would also enable students’ refl ections on their own learning and thinking 
processes to be more mathematically articulate. Metacognitive skills have been identifi ed as a key to “deeper, 
more durable, and more transferable learning” and are vital for mathematical problem solving in chemistry 
(Rickey and Stacy, 2000). By practicing calculator-free quantitative problems, students will be better able to 
tell when their chemistry calculations “make sense” or “feel right,” and will acquire a greater sense of “personal 
ownership” (Hoff man, 2000) toward them. When doing calculator-based problems, they will be better able 
to estimate the answers and to assess the reasonableness of the results.

A variety of pedagogical strategies might be employed to promote students’ math fl uency during, and prior to, 
their participation in second-semester college chemistry, and we discuss some of these in the online supplement. 
For authors of chemistry textbooks, these include a greater use of quantitative problems amenable to mental or 
pencil-and-paper solutions (perhaps identifi ed by a “no calculator” symbol) and the inclusion of more problems 
of this type in multiple-choice test banks. For chemistry teachers, these textbook improvements would encourage 
the use of calculator-free exams, which would help to further motivate students to develop these skills. 
Calculator-free numerical problems have begun to be incorporated in our course’s lab manual (Department 
of Chemistry, 2009). For high school math teachers as well, the use of cumulative calculator-free numerical 
exercises can help students maintain the repertoire of basic skills needed to achieve the requisite math fl uency. 
We hope that the results reported here will help motivate additional eff orts among educators to develop eff ective 
methods to solve this problem.

In introducing these improvements to the students, one might use a familiar analogy: “In this course, you’ll 
learn to think like real scientists think, using the language of math to express the concepts of science. It’s 
time to speak and think in this language (math), without having to always look up every word in the 
dictionary (calculator).”

American students’ math skills and scientifi c literacy are currently issues of national concern (US Department 
of Education, National Academies Press). ! e knowledge gained in this and other studies can help empower 
chemistry teachers to motivate students to improve their math fl uency as applied to the quantitative description 
of chemical phenomena. ! us, in teaching the specifi c topics covered in second semester college chemistry, we 
are also contributing to our students’ education in the broader sense of off ering a sort of language immersion 
course that can provide an essential key to their future scientifi c literacy. As Wittgenstein has said, “the limits 
of my language mean the limits of my world” (Wittgenstein, 1922).
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We thank Barbara Barany, Michelle Driessen, Ken Leopold, Lee Penn, Beau Barker, Steve Miller, Alex Wagner, 
and Jaye Warner for valuable discussions. We are especially grateful to our Chem 1022 students for their willing 
participation in this study.
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An earlier version of this article appeared as “Degree of Mathematics Fluency and Success in Second-Semester 
Introductory Chemistry” in the Journal of Chemical Education, volume 85 number 5, May 2008, pages 724-731.  

Online reprints of the full-text article are available for free at the URL 
below as are the supplemental materials and a customizable version of 
the math assessment.  
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